HOW ENHANCING
THE EMPLOYEE LIFECYCLE
DELIVERS BETTER BUSINESS
AND IT OUTCOMES

On-boarding, in-role changes and off-boarding
employees is an ever-increasing priority for CEOs
and businesses leaders alike. Getting end user tech
requirements right not only aids in driving employee
engagement, but also is pivotal to the immediate
and long term security of the business.

COVID-19 has driven a real change in the flexibility
that employees seek, and that businesses offer.
This has led to a real shift for IT teams in how
they manage endpoints on scale.
VMware Workspace ONE is empowering
forward-thinking IT leaders to implement
support ticket efficiencies and improved real
time support to a distributed workforce.
Let’s take a look at how this works for
on-boarding a new recruit...

Meet Vinny, the hiring manager
for a new role in your business.
She is faced with the challenge of on-boarding
and needs the help of the IT team in order to
get the hardware to her new recruit quickly
and with everything that they’ll need
to be successful in their role.

I make the offer, the new hire signs and
selects their equipment via a secure
Workspace ONE link.
The device then arrives ready for the
employee to participate in team activities.

Richard leads the IT team,
who are there to support Vinny
by meeting all of her requirements
to get her new recruit the tech
they’ll need.

The workflow is brilliant – with Workspace
ONE we can do zero-touch provisioning
from the device the employee chooses,
to the apps we deploy.
Users are happy, and I spend more time
developing my team to build the solutions
the business wants.

Jason is Vinny’s new recruit,
joining a business where his
only interactions have been digitally.

I was on-boarded during the pandemic
and couldn’t believe how easy it was.
When my device arrived it was a case
of switching it on, entering my credentials
and then all my apps
were ready and waiting.

Simplifying on-boarding is just one part
of where VMware Workspace ONE can help.

Download the whitepaper
by Trustmarque to continue
reading how Workspace ONE
can help alleviate pressure
on IT teams and business
unit leaders for users both
managing in-role changes
and for securely
off-boarding teams and
de-provisioning hardware.

Download Now

